
"Stephen Leslie" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<sleslie@swca.com>

07/10/2009 08:35 AM
bcc

Subject FW: Recreation and Wilderness BoundsofAnalysis -
Rosemont

tiistory: ^ This message has been replied to.

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 2:11 PM
To: Stephen Leslie
Subject: RE: Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis - Rosemont

here is the bounds of analysis map we are using for now for the visual, let me know ifyou would like to
use this for the rec.

-Lara

From: Stephen Leslie
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 8:26 AM
To: Lara Mitchell

Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis - Rosemont

I will let you know once Debby and I have had a chance to discuss.

Thanks,
Steve

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 8:25 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis - Rosemont

Let me know when you have the final geographic bounds of analysis defined and I'll create the map for
you. If what you describe in the text attached to your email is final just let me know and I'll get started on
it.

Thanks

Lara

From: Stephen Leslie
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 8:08 AM
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Charles Coyle; Marcie Bidwell; Lara Mitchell
Subject: Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis - Rosemont

Debby,



Welcome back. Here is an initial draft of the bounds of analysis for recreation and wilderness. I'll be
available to discuss further and refine this as necessary when you get a chance.

Thanks,
Steve Leslie

Environmental Planner

SWCA Environmental Consultants

2820 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 15
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
702-248-3880[attachment"visual.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwel!@swca.com>

05/11/2010 03:16 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Visual Scope, reviewed and ready forapproval.

Hello Debby,

We can talk on Weds ifyou want. I am available in the afternoon.

1. Funded tasks-1 sent the pdf of the funding tasks last month. I am resending it here.

2. This SOW was specificially requested to address (1) simulations and (2) EIS and specialist report
needs, and so it fits a more focused process. At the time that this was drafted last fall, the Horst
discussion and other alternative development processes were taking care of many of the other pieces,
and I was directed to focus on the elements represented. The research task has been on the unfunded list
for a long time. I thought you had included specific research requests on your most recent letter to
Rosemont (permion, veg, rock colors, etc). If/when you find a good example we can ask for funding at that
time. There wasnt really a way to include the cost of traveling to an unknown place at an unknown time
when this SOW was submitted.

3. We are still waiting for 3D model of the plant, then we will have to apply colors and textures to it to
make it appear real.

4. Completed. We are refering to these as "seen area maps". And in discusison with you, we have
decided that the "not visible diagrams" are virtually the same information as the seen area maps;
therefore, we are not producing the not visible diagrams at this time.

5. Transmission lines and roads will be simulated as the data that we receive from RCC/Tt. If we do not
receive that data, we will not be able to simulate it (we have not received it yet; however, Tt did call and
leave a message yesterday that they heard from RCC that we need more data).

6. This is a new idea, and not one that we have talked about yet. We will be showing vegetation, and the
scale of that vegetation coudl be called out in a legend. THere really isnt a reason that people would be
out in this landscape, after it has been reclaimed. I would consider this extra detail, but if the vegetation
cannot suffice, we can talk about it.

We should talk about photos and which of the alternatives still need representation.

I arrive Sunday night as long as the weather cooperates. I have all day on Tuesday and currently all day
Weds, although I may fly standby early if there isnt any reason to be in Tucson all day.

CHeers,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 1:53 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel



Subject: Re: Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.

Marcie,

Let's talk sometime soon. I have many comments on your scope of work (attached), and lots of additional
questions:

1. Which tasks are funded (and which are not)?
2. What happened to the research task? I realize that my original thoughts on this have been scaled
down, and there may not be any great large-scale mine landforming and/or revegetation projects, but can
you at least get in touch with the ASLA Reclamation and Restoration professional group? Also, if Horst
(or others) finds a good example, it is still feasible that you and I might need to travel to it. I recommend
that you just mention in your scope of work that this might be necessary, but is currently unfunded.
3. Are you expecting to simulate the plant yourself?

4. Will you be creating a reverse viewshed study (likeJimmy Pepper provided) for each alternative?
5. Will the powerline (and associated road and water line) going over the ridge be included in any planned
simulations? We now know that EPG is not simulating this, and it's a big visual effect, so I think we need
to discuss.

6. Is there a way to include something for scale (like a person or a car) in at least some of the
simulations? We haven't talked about this, but I think it's critical.

The snow on the Santa Ritas has now melted, so taking KOP photos from Tucson can happen any time.
In the mean time, our Forest Supervisor has decided that the Sycamore/Barrel alternative is not moving
forward, but I recommend that you or Johnathan go ahead and take the photos anyway. Our Forest
Supervisor has announced that she is retiring next month, and who knows what the next forest supervisor
might want. Also, it's possible that the public will demand this alternative return to analysis and/or want to
see that we took views from Tucson seriously (potentially a photo could be included in your specialist
report). Pick a clear day. It's been windy a lot lately and the air quality has been bad.

The reclamation meeting on Monday (May 17) starts at 9:00 am. When does your flight arrive? On
Tuesday I have a dental appt. at 2:15, but could work with you all morning. Wednesday, I'm normally tied
up in Rosemont IDT meetings.

Thanks.

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidweII@swca.com> To -Debty Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Dale

05/10/2010 08:15 AM Ortman PE" <da!eortmanpe@live.com>

Subjec Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.



Hello Debby,

Please find attached the Visual Scope with a few edits to it. Basically, we made sure that the number of
KOPs and data set assumptions matched with the level of effort that was agreed upon with Jamie in
January (i.e. middle cost estimate). I believe that this version is now ready for your approval.

Also, I hve booked flights to Tucson for the Reclamation Technology Transfer meeting on May 17th; to be
conservative, I booked my flights to be in Tucson for May 17-19, as I had not heard a final schedule. In
communcating with Dale, it appears that the meeting is still considered to be one day; that would give you
and I at least Tuesday to work together, and I can either work from the Tucson office on Weds or try to fly
standby to return earlier.

I do not consider the Reclamation Transfer meeting to be in this visual budget, and will pursue
arrangements with Tom/Dale for the time.

Finally, I am preparing a Project Update, several maps and image drafts for you to review, either prior to

this meeting or as a part of that trip to Tucson. I should have these to you shortly.

More to follow,

Marcie

«Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Trent Reeder" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<treeder@swca.com> <mbidwell@swca.com>

07/24/2009 02:40 PM cc
bcc

Subject Rosemont Terrain Profiles

History: ^ This messagehasbeenreplied to.

Hi Debby,

I have attached a PDF with Profile Line Graphs showing a crosscut section of both the existing terrain and
the Proposed Action terrain. The graphs represent the results of a Line of Sight Analysis that entails
drawing a line from an observer point (KOP 12), to a target location for which was an arbitraryspot on the
other side of the ridge. I made sure the line would dissect the proposed pit and cut across the pit floor for
greatest elevation change. The Green and Red line colors represent sections that would be visible
(Green) and sections not visible (red) from KOP 12.

Please let me know if you have additional questions. Thanks!

Trent Reeder
GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

[attachment"MPO Profile.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Tom Furgason" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<tfurgason@swca.com> <mroth@fs.fed.us>

06/02/2010 04:57 PM cc
bcc

Subject RE: Fw: Letter accepting Schor's final product

Debby,

Trent opened the AutoCADfile and confirmed that it could be used for 3D modeling. Some of the
values needed to be modified, but the file contained enough data for SWCAto complete the work.

My first step was to confirm with Dale that this was acceptable. He was fine with it, so Ijust needed
your confirmation. Thank you.

Tom

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 2:38 PM
To: Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Fw: Letter accepting Schor's final product

Tom and Mindee,

Iwas unaware of what software program Horst was using, and Idon't have the full version of Acad (so I
can't actually open these files), but if there are z coordinates, it sounds like a 3D model to me, so it should
be sufficient.

I recommend checking with Dale just to be sure.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

ToDebby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
CC

06/02/2010 02:10 PM SubjectFw: Letter accepting Schor's final product



Do the referenced AutoCADfiles complete Schor's deliverables? Ifyes, would you send an email to Tom
clarifyingfull payment processing OK? Thx.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

— Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 06/02/2010 02:09 PM —

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> To"Melinda DRoth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Melissa Reichard"

<mreichard@swca.com>

06/02/2010 11:53 AM cc"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley AEverson" <beverson@fe.fed.us>
SubjecRE: Letter accepting Schor's final product

t

Mindee,

Attached are the model files. Weopened the AutoCAD file (.dwg) and confirmed that it contains the requisite
z-coordinates.

Tom

From: Melinda D Roth [mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 12:16 PM
To: daleortmanpe@live.com; Melissa Reichard
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: Letter accepting Schor's final product

Dale: Still need digital 3D model
Melissa: for the record

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701



(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)[attachment "conceptc-exchange.dgn" deleted by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "conceptc-exchange.dwg" deleted by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"conceptc-exchange.dxf deleted by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS]



Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 7:14 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Kent C Ellett
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Fw: RSM 138kVTransmission Line Project - Simulation view 3 photos

Marcie and Kent:

Before we respond to Chelsa, I'd like the 3 of us to be on the same page.

Here's what it looks like to me...

View A: both poles would be screened by vegetation, so the only thing that would be visible in this view
would be the wires (silhouetted on sky).

View B: one pole would be clearly visible, and the wires would be silhouetted on sky.
View C: one pole would be visible, and the lines would be silhouetted on topography, but the visible
portions are all far to the right of the road.
View D: one pole would be visible, and the lines would be silhouetted on topography, all in a more distant
view (granted, it may only be 1/4 mile).

I vote for view B because:

1. It's located at a KOP (and even includes an OHV sign for reference)
2. It shows both a pole and wires

3. Wires are silhouetted on sky, so they'll show up in the simulation

Your thoughts?

I'm a little bothered that Marc (EPG's landscape architect) won't be doing any site-specific siting. This is
something I requested long ago and EPG indicated would be done. Marcie: how will you estimate effects
and simulate power lines if there is only a 1000' wide study corridor proposed?

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 02/12/2010 07:13 AM —

"Chelsa Johnson"

<Cjohnson@epgaz.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, <ke!lett@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
cc "Lauren Weinstein" <Lweinst@epgaz.com>, "Marc Schwartz" <mschwartz@epgaz.com>, "Emily

02/11/2010 04:09 PM Belts" <EBeIts@epgaz.com>, "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, <EBeck@Tep.com>

Subj RSM 138kV Transmission Line Project - Simulation view 3 photos
ect

Debby,

EPG has reviewed the simulation photos taken at Simulation view 3, at the junction of Link 160 and BoxCanyon
Road, and we would like to move forward with rendering the simulation. Per your request, we have provided a
selection of viewpoints for your review and would appreciate your input regarding the final view point selection for
the approved simulation (1 simulation on BoxCanyon Road).



Please review the attached simulation map with the selected photos and wireframe representations. Please note
that the photos are of the existing conditions and the wireframes are quick sketch of the proposed conditions (we
are still finalizing engineering details for the insulators and conductors). Per TEP engineers, the structures are
anticipated to be 88' in height for suspension structures and 100' for turning/deadend structures with a span of
700', which is typical for a 138kV transmission line. These wireframe representations, or "mini-simulations", were
modeled using AutoCADfor each selected simulation view point. As with simulations, wireframes provide the
visual resource specialist an additional tool to analyze the contrast of the project, specifically in terms of structure
form and landscape form and line. The full simulation will put the transmission line structure in the photograph
and simulate any removal of vegetation and/or grading associated with the project.

Based on our field investigations and the wireframe models, we would recommend using Option D, approximately
%mile from the crossing of Link 160, viewing northwest towards BoxCanyon. It represents a typical foreground
viewing condition for recreation users heading towards BoxCanyon or other Concern Level 1 roads. I believe
Option Bis located at one of your KOP locations so it may be worth discussing.

Also, Marc and I have discussed your comments pertaining to site specific mitigation and location of the structures
within the forest to minimize visual impacts. Our simulations would represent the typical structure height and
span anticipated because engineering has not been finalized. I think it would be a good idea to keep these
recommendations on file for detailed discussion with TEP'sengineers at a later date.

Ifyou have any questions or would like to discuss these options, please let me know and we can arrange a

conference call or a session using gotomymeeting to view the document.

Thanks!

Chelsa Johnson

Project Coordinator/Visual Resource Specialist

epg
Environmental Planning Group

Phoenix, Arizona

602-956-4370 phone

602-956-4374 fax

http://www.epqaz.com

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain
information that is attorney work product, privileged,confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from disclosure or use under
applicable law. Ifyou have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail

from all affected databases. Thank you.

[attachment "Simulation Map_Box Canyon.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

10/01/2009 03:45 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Specialist Report format"

Debby,

This looks really good; I will review and see how to combine the two.

Thanks for sending this. And the book arrived today!! Lots of ear marks, which is great.

Have a good day in the field tomorrow!
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 1:52 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Specialist Report format"

Thanks for the clarification on specialist reports. Normally that's all I focus on, and Idon't tend to even
think about the NEPA document until my specialist report is complete (or nearly complete) because it's
troublesome to juggle both at the same time. Looks like we might be forced to do this for the Rosemont
project. Arrrgh.

I had never seen this white paper before, but I just read it and it looks like good advice to follow. The
Hermosa Land Exchange example doesn't follow the same sequence described in the white paper,but
looks like it has most or all of the pieces. For a project as big and complex as Rosemont, there might be
value in having specialist reports organized consistently. You might ask Tom if he thinks this is worth
discussing with other resources.

Attached is a project level scenery analysis outline that might be helpful to organizing the visual resource
specialist report. Each topic could easily be slipped into the white paper outline in the appropriate section.
I've used this checklist on other projects to help me avoid missing a topic.

Have a great trip!

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Charles

Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>

09/30/2009 05:15 PM cc
Subjec Specialist Report format*

t



Hello

Please find attached an example of a specialistreport that Iwrote recently for the USFS here in Durango.
It was my impression that this is an official USFS template for Specialist Reports, and then I have also
attached some guidance that I find useful for writing them.

Unless I receive other direction, this is what Iwas heading for in the Specialist Report as a format or
structure.

Tom and Idiscussed that specialist reports are expected to be stand-alone documents, with their own
briefsynopsis of the project, alternatives, etc in them so that the public can take it from the EIS and it still
makes sense. Also, all of us Specialist Reports could share the same basic summary of the alternatives,
and save writing time

Looking for thoughts and feedback. (Caviat- this is not a final product, so ignore the bad stuff)
«r3-specialist-report-guidance-6-2008.doc»

Marcie

«Appendix Recreation_draft 2009-03-27_mdb.doc»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "r3-specialist-report-guidance-6-2008.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "Appendix Recreation_draft 2009-03-27_mdb.doc" deleted
by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/19/2010 01:16 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject Seen Area maps~ and discussion for 1-19

Hello Debby,

In thinking this through further, here are the Seen Area maps that we created for showing total seen area.
These maps show what sections of 1-19 and 1-10 have views of the different alternatives. These Seen
Areas were created from the tops of the alternatives and the top of the pit, showing views in 360 degree
rotation.

As we know, what can been seen from one KOP versus a linear experience is different than the seen area
calculation, but they are similar. Ifwe run linear viewshed analyses, we will be breaking 1-19 into some
interval of viewsheds (1 mile to 1/4 mile) and then calculating a viewshed analysis for each point, adding
them all back together, and then producing one map. It requires a lot of time to process and several steps.

So the socratic question, is what additional information is gained from the process?

Thinking outloud.

Marcie

<<Seen Area Figures.zip» [attachment "Seen Area Figures.zip" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

11/23/2009 10:46 AM
bcc

Subject Scenery Mgmt Analysis example

History: ^3 This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Here is an excerpt from a land exchange EIS in our area. I worked on the rec section, not this visual
section, but I found the authors approach interesting. Dick Ostergaard, who wrote it, is a recently retired
USFS landscape architect.

I was curious if you had seen his method of marking photos and areas with the bubbles (fg, mg, etc) and
then the analysis metrics as well (scenic integrity, etc)

http://www.fs.fed.us/r2/saniuan/proiects/projects.shtml

«Scenery Hermosa DEIS_august 2009.pdf»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Scenery Hermosa DEIS_august 2009.pdf" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



/'T^Zli Beverley A
/,V-:;r- Everson/R3/USDAFS

,v \ •//•>-- 06/15/2010 03:59 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Simulations - Drainage DrawingsQ

History: ^ This message has been forwarded.

Did this get resolved?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

06/01/2010 07:31 AM To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Simulations - Drainage DrawingsD

Bev, Mindee, Reta: Note Marcie's statement below (I turned her text red). Ifshe doesn't have the data
from Rosemont by June 15, she won't be able to produce simulations for the DEIS. I believe that this is a
major problem.

Marcie: Please verify with Rosemont and Tetra Tech the correct number of benches to show in the
simulation. I'm confused by items 1 (no benches on tailings) and 2 (6 benches). Which is correct for the
MPO?

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/28/2010 09:16 AM

To "David Krizek" <david.krizek@tetratech.com>, "Kathy
Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Keepers, Ashley"
<Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
<Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>, "Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>

Subject RE: Drainage drawing



David,

Good to see you on Monday. You looked refreshed.

Per Kathy's email regarding stormwater, here is an example of what we are looking for as an indication of
stormwater elements- we just need to just know a general indication of where to show drop structures,
detention ponds, etc. This could be hand drawn, or as Trent prepared similar to this diagram. This is to
illustrate what we are requesting.

Inthe meeting May 19, the MPO was discussed, and itwas decided that while several concepts for
reclamation were included in the MPO that have different physical forms (such as ridge and valley, etc)
that the EIS simulations will use the basic topography that Rosemont has provided the FS and SWCA.
Additionally, SWCA will apply vegetation and colors to the surface, but we will not be adjusting the
contours. The idea is that the "MPO is the MPO" to the level designed, not to show possible modifications
to it.

REQUEST:

1. Please indicate by June 3 if Trent's drawing for placement of drop structures and stormwater
ponds will suffice. At that date, we will complete the drafts of the MPO as Trent has shown. Or you may
supply a similar drawing by June 3rd to replace it.

2. Please supply a similar level of drawing for the Scholefield and Barrel Only alternatives with the
contours, when they are ready.

3. Any data that has been requested and not received by June 15th will not be shown in the DEIS
simulations by SWCA, unless special arrangements have been made prior to this date.

A few important points regarding the MPO, drainage, and contours-

1. MPO Contours data set and reclamation- SWCA has been directed to use the set of contours for our
alternatives that are shown in the JPG that is attached (August 2009 and Feb 2010 data downloads).
However we do also have the 2007 contours Shown in Figure 23 Reclamation Plan as well. There are
differences between these data sets, although their footprints are mostly the same. Notice also that Figure
23 does not show benches or access roads. JPG shows three benches on the waste rock pile and no
specific benches on the tailing pile; the tails are generally evenly stepped throughout.

Important note: we are proceeding with the data set shown in JPG, as recently directed, unless we hear
otherwise by June 3.

2. MPO vs. Reclamation data set. Thus far, SWCA has been using the MPO footprint as shown in the
maps used at Monday's meeting.

I know that you are very familiar with the MPO and its Reclamation Plan and you will notice that the
contours that we have received for the MPO do not look quite like MPO Rec Figure 23 (compared with the
contours shown in MPOSW mdb.jpg). The MPOJPG shows 3-4 benches in some places, but according
to your Preliminary Stormwater Concept, there should be 1 bench per 100 feet of elevation on the waste
rock, or 4-6 benches depending on where one starts counting.

Important note: we areproceeding with the MPO shownbenches on the waste rock and assigninga
bench to every 100ft of drop on the tails, which results in 6 benches (approximately), as directed May



19th unless we hear otherwise by June 3.

Thank you for your time and cooperation in advance,
Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:08 PM
To: 'Kathy Arnold'; David Krizek
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Keepers, Ashley; 'Carrasco, Joel'; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Drainage drawing

Hello David,

This request forwarded by Kathy is the conceptual drawing that you and I have been discussing for a few
months now.

The request is to suppliment the Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Summary with a
conceptual sketch of where the elements described in the text would be placed on each alternative map.
This is consistent with the data requests filed by the Forest Service this year.

Specifically, itwould be for the following alternatives (i.e. Phased Tailings is considered complete):
• MPO-

• Upper Barrel- (once the final design is confirmed)
• Scholefield- (once final design is confirmed)

Additionally, SWCA would like to request that the Phased Tailings Contour data and associated layers be
uploaded to the FTP site, as well.

I would be glad to discuss this on the phone with you, Ashley or Joel. And I want to extend a thank you for
the recent call inquiry.

Thank you!
Marcie

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:46 PM
To: David Krizek

Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Drainage drawing

David -

I need you to put pen to paper on a drawing (2-d is fine) to show Marcie what your write-up will
(could?) look like in the real world. Hand drawn arrows will be fine.

Cheers!

Kathy
Kathcrine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com



ROSEMONT COPPER0K

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privilegedinformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

[attachment nMPO_SW mdb.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "MPO Rec Figure
23.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
05/25/2010 11:56 AM Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mbidwell@swca.com,

tfurgason@swca.com
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Fw: Rosemont - Visual Resources SOW - Clarification

Please let me clarify how much of the work is currently unfunded, per Marcie's comment below:

"Rosemont has agreed to the scope of work, but has currently only allocated 50% of the funding"

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 05/25/2010 11:53 AM —

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
05/25/201011:27 AM cc

Subject FW: Rosemont - Visual Resources SOW

Debby,

Thanks for sending the approval through. Do you think the statement that "much of the work is not
currently funded" needs any clarification? As its more tricky than just a blanket statement like that, and I
am afraid that the statement portrays an untrue condition. Its more accurate to say that "Rosemont has
agreed to the scope of work, but has currently only allocated 50% of the funding," or something like that.

I just dont want anyone who knows that there has been an agreement, even if partial, to think that we are
exagerating.

But perhaps that is implicit to Minde and Bev as they are aware of the situtation.

Thougth the meeting went well yesterday, did you?
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Visual Resources SOW

I have reviewed SWCA's scope of work for visual resources, discussed many items with Marcie, and
made some relatively minor edits to the original document.

I approve the attached Scope of Work with the following disclaimers:



1. Much of the work described here is not currently funded. This concerns me and needs to be resolved.

2. Iwould like Marcie to focus efforts on the specialist report. Writing the EIS should follow.

3. Although this scope describes the majority of the tasks needed for visual resources, there may some
unforseen items that would need to be added, such as:

• Attendance at special meetings when Marcie's participation is desired and/oradditional trip(s) to
Tucson if needed to complete all work.

• Site visits to other mines or reclamation projects, if appropriate and needed to collect information
appropriate for the Rosemont project.

• Additional simulations, if necessary for effects analysis.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

04/07/2010 02:17 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Visual Resources SOW

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/07/2010 02:17 PM

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
To..Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

03/03/2010 03:50 PM
cc

Subject Visual Resources SOW



Bev,

I'msorry to make you ask again. Hereis the visual SOW that we are authorized to workon. Please keep in mind
that any violations in assumptions will likely require more money from Rosemont.

Tom[attachment "Dod.docx" deleted by DebbyKriege!/R3/USDAFS] Scope_Visual_Resources_2010_05_25.doc



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Michael Andres"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <mandres@swca.com>

02/26/2010 10:00 AM cc
bcc

Subject For Format Review and Approval"" Simulation Template

History: ^ This message has been replied to.

Hello Debby,

Please find the format for the general layout attached. We are planning on using something similar to this
for our figure development for the Visual resources report. It mirrors the formating for the DEIS.

The goal is to show 2 figures on 11x17 paper as an appendix in the back, and then for a few highlighted
figures to include them in the main text, but on 8.5 x 11 format. We recommend a larger format be
included as an appendix just to allow better flow of the document.

Please let me know if you approve of this formatting.
Marcie

p.s-1 have drafts of the vegetation and soils in simulation coming to you later this afternoon to see ifyou
like the basic approach. More to follow.

From: Michael Andres

Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 5:19 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Simulation Template

Mike Andres

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

970.385.8566 (Office)
970.385.1938 (Fax)
mandres@swca.com

[attachment "Simulations.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Kathy
<mbidwell@swca.com> Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby Kriegel"

03/17/2010 09:47 AM <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
cc "Keepers, Ashley" <Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Trent

Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
bcc

Subject RE: Stormwater controls and reclamation sequencing
summaries - preliminary

Hello David,

Thanks for the stormwater narrative for each alternative. This is very helpful as a narrative and will be
useful to understanding the important differences in facilities, intervals, and phasing and as a document in
the project record.

In addition to this narrative, Trent and I were expecting that the Stormwater document would be
accompanied by "typical details" or at a minimum typical dimensions of the stormwater elements, such as
rock courses, drop structures, and containment areas. We realize that the complete design is dependent
upon sizing to anticipated stormwater events (e.g. 100 year storm events for specific drainages off of the
piles), however, some measurements of what the range might be is a minimum for our simulation needs,
preferrably the same range of measurements would be applicable for all alternatives.

In the following questions, we are focusing on the MPO Stormwater Control and Reclamation Sequencing
from p. 5 of Transmittal Letter March 9, 2010- Document # 070/10-320871-3.1.

QUESTIONS/REQUESTS: the following information would be extremely useful and necessary for
the correct interpretation of the stormwater information that you provided:

1.0 Basic conceptual drawing on each of the alternatives maps, even using simple line/pen "redline" hand
drawn notes at a minimum, that shows general conceptual locations of the stormwater elements.

2.0 Typical details of the following elements described in the stormwater notes: (1) stormwater control
basins, (2) drainage swales, (3) perimeter containment areas, (4) infiltration drain outlet on east side, and
(5) drop structures.

3.0 At our meeting in January, Tetra Tech had indicated that the Dry Stack and Waste Rock stormwater
plans would differ due to the specific management needs of each material. For MPO, stormwater drainage
channels are called out for every 100-ft vertical rise on benches on the Dry Stack Tailings Facility (p. 5
Stormwater control, first bullet).

3.1 May we assume that the other contours in Tetra Tech alternative drawings between each of
the other contours (e.g. 125, 150, 175) would then be graded smooth, as shown in Reclamation
and Closure Plan Figure 18- Drystack Tailings Buttress Lift Construction and Reclamation
Sections ?

3.2 May we assume that stormwater controls (e.g. drainage channels on benches, drop
structures, etc) will remain in place during concurrent reclamation (YR 10) and through the
Ultimate Year (YR 20+)?

3.3. If this is the case, then would Figure 18 be revised to show stormwater controls remaining at
100 ft. intervals along the run of the slope. Please confirm if this is a correct interpretation. (See
attached scan with revised surface).



3.4. Page 5, Bullet #1 calls out that Dry Stack Facilities would receive the 100 ft vertical rise, 50-ft
wide drainage benches. Under Bullet #5, "stormwater control basins would be constructed on
wide benches in the Waste Rock Storage Area". Please indicate where those benches are located
, how frequent these benches would be vertically (i.e. 100ft spacing) and how wide the benches
would be . These benches will be visible from the Arizona Trail KOP (KOP #3) and SR 83 KOPs
(KOP#1 &2).

A simple diagram annotating the alternative maps or hand-drawn line drawing would be enough (with
drainage arrows, etc), just so that we have something to go by. And, we are specifically concerned with
stormwater controls that are on aspects where the KOPs might have a view of them. Elements on the
west side of the pile, for instance, are out of view of most KOPs and are of lesser concern for visulizations.

Thanks~ I will call to discuss these questions with you, David.
Marcie

From: Krizek, David [mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 3:59 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Stormwater controls and reclamation sequencing summaries - preliminary

Marcie,

Please find attached the assumed general stormwater controls and reclamation sequencing summaries
for each of the alternatives and for the MPO.

We have also posted the GIS files for the viewshed analysis on the Tetra Tech ftp site.

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724

Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road \ Tucson, AZ 85741 \ www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: Thismessage, including any attachments, may includeprivileged, confidential and/orinside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other thanthe intendedrecipientis strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notifythe sender by replyingto this message and then delete it from your system,
[attachment "Tt Figure 18- SWDrawing.jpg"deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby
<mbidwell@swca.com> Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

02/03/2010 04-35 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
cc

bcc

Subject Visualization Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow Up
Questions

Hello-

I want to thank you all for attending on Jan 29th. I found the meeting to be very helpful and insightful, and
hope that others agree. Please find notes from the Visual Coordination Meeting attached.

Additionally, I would like to submit some follow up questions for immediate attention from Tetra Tech or
Rosemont for clarification. These are important to our data processing and initial steps to the simulations
for the EIS. Our first priority is to receive the contour data from Tetra Tech and then the following is
important for how we process it.

Finally, I have also attached a GIS output of the MPO without "smoothing" which shows the benches for
your review and consideration. This is "as designed" by the contours submitted in 2008 (alignment has not
been perfected, so this is close to final concept in this diagram- we have improved the data since this
diagram was created).

I thank you in advance for actions required to follow up from the meeting!

Marcie

«11204_KOP12_PAb.jpg» «RCC USFS Viz Coord Mtg_Notes 2010-01 -29.pdf»

MPO- Specific Questions-

1. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for vizualizations at Y10 is

as presented in Figure 9 of the Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP).

2. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y20

should be shown as Figure 11 or Figure 12 of the RCP.

3. Please indicate what the geodatabase layer name is that will have the "composite of yearly
reclamation areas" in the data provided.

4. SWCA understands that the MPO should show benches as the following: waste rock, as 100 ft running
slopes for each bench and approximately 100ft wide road/bench surface; and tailings as 50 ft benches
and running surface; the attached image shows the output from the MPO with benches as submitted.
Please confirm if this is what we should use for final grading.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A



Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "11204_KOP12_PAb.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "RCC USFS Viz Coord Mtg_Notes 2010-01-29.pdf* deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidweli" To "David Harris" <dharris@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

07/27/2010 03:17 PM cc
bcc

Subject Trend analysis info

«coronado-socio-economic-report-2005-ch1-ch4.pdf»
«coronado-socio-economic-report-abstract-2005.pdf»
<<CNFMonitoring-Evaluation-Trend-Analysis.1986-2008.pdf»

Marcie Demmy Bidweli

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com[attachment "coronado-socio-economic-report-2005-ch1-ch4.pdf deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "coronado-socio-economic-report-abstract-2005.pdf" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "CNFMonitoring-Evaluation-Trend-Analysis.1986-2008.pdf deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
02/19/2010 12:26 PM sleslie@swca.com

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: Updated Rosemont Mitigation TableU)

In Johnathan's email below, he mentions that the "Other Resource Benefits" column needs work, and if we
plan to use this column in any further work, hopefully he has worked on that (can you check on this,
Mindee?). I know that Igave lots of input on this column. I think that Art is suggesting language for this
column (and this mitigation measure), but what his text probably isn't appropriate for this column. It's
more like effects analysis.

I'msending this to Steve Leslie to incorporate Art's input into the recreation analysis as appropriate.

Thanks.

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

^\~\ Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS
^ri^—i 02/19/2010 1212 PM To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

^••b/-7 Subject Fw: Updated Rosemont Mitigation Table

Huh?

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

— Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 02/19/2010 12:11 PM

Arthurs Elek/R3/USDAFS

02/16/2010 02-59 PM To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Updated Rosemont Mitigation TableU)

Comments on Recreation: 12.1.1.194,12.2.5, relocation of OHV area, under heading: OTHER
RESOURCE BENEFITS-lmplementation of this proposal will greatly reduce the impactofdisplaced OHV
recreationists on other more sensitive resource areas, primarily Gardner Canyon, and the Greaterville
area which includes Louisiana, Ophir, Kentucky, Boston, Sucker, and Los Posos Gulches.Among other
benefits, designating a well planned area for this activity, will improve management and enforcement
efforts.



ART ELEK

Fire Prevention Officer

Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road

Nogales AZ. 85621
Office: (520)761-6010
Cell: (520)975-7814
Fax: (520)281-2396
e-mail aelek@fs.fed.us

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

*Q.
c?

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

02/10/2010 04:27 PM To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,seanlockwood@fs.fed.us,
Ijones02@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us

cc jrigg@swca.com

Subject Fw: Updated Rosemont Mitigation Table

Here is the mitigation table for your review and input. Follow Jonathan's direction below about
coordinating significant changes with Rosemont so we can finalize this document and apply it to the
alternatives. Bev has set a due date of next Friday, Feb. 19th. Direct your notes to Bev and me and we
will compile them and forward to Jonathan at SWCA. Thanks all.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 02/10/2010 04:18 PM

"Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

01/22/2010 01:48 PM

Good afternoon all,

To <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>,

<jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com>, <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
CCi'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subj Updated Rosemont MitigationTable
ect



Myapologies on getting this out a bit later than noon- The Rosemont mitigation table has been updated per our
meetings over the last few weeks. Please review the table and let me know if there is anything that I missed or
deviates significantlyfrom what the group agreed upon. Per our discussions, any mitigation land items have been
pulled from their respective resource section (although still identified in the resource's Category 5 subsection) and
accumulated into a separate "Off-Site Mitigation Land" section toward the end of the list. These items have not
yet been codified due to potential conflicts of which resources the off-site mitigation lands may mitigate (i.e.
hunting vs. wildlife preservation), although the ACOE requirements can be codified as a 1. Ialso copied any
monitoring related mitigation measures into a compilation list at the bottom of the list as well. The monitoring

compilation list is not intended to be a complete list, just what came up in this table.

I highlighted the measures that need further clarification or editing in the Comment column and the person in
charge of the clarification/edit. Ifthese edits, or any others, change the disposition category of the measure or
results in a significant change, please correspond with the counterpart at RCC (Kathy and/or Jamie) or Coronado
(Bev, Reta, and/or Mindee) to obtain agreement on the updated measure prior to resubmitting. Obtaining the
agreement before submitting will help document control and avoid having to create more versions of the table

than is necessary.

Other items that have yet to be completely fleshed out are:
• Citing specific laws, regulations, and policies

• Documenting the NEPA reasoning behind a measure not being carried forward

• "Other Resource Benefit" column

Ifyou have any questions, or have a recommendation on how to proceed with the editing, please let me and/or
Tom know.

Have a great weekend)

Jonathan Rigg

Environmental Planner

SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, Arizona

Phone: (520) 325-9194

Fax: (520) 325-2033

Email: jrigg@swca.com [attachment "1-22-09 Total Compilation.docx" deleted by Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Trent Reeder" <treeder(Q)swca.com> "Terry L Austin"
05/11/2009 09:02 AM <tlaustin@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject SMS and Rosemont maps...

Debby,

Great to work together last week and get the KOPs moving forward.

Iwill be sending you a series of maps today from Trent Reeder, our GIS guru. I am including Trent (our
GIS guru) and Terri (Coronodo GIS guru) here so that they can communicate, if necessary regarding data
layers to use.

QUESTION- Terr and Debby- what would the "Concern Level" layers be called?

We have found the SIO, ROS and Scenic Attractiveness Layers, but I thought there should be a route
map that would have Concern levels marked on it (The map that Debby brought into the field).

NEXT STEPS-

Trent is pulling together the map with the KOPs on it that we took last week, as well as several viewshed
maps.

The firstviewshed maps will be Linear KOP of SR 83 from Hilton Road private property line south to Box
Canyon road for existing topography and proposed MPO.

I am drafting the table of the KOPs and their descriptions. Iwill also create a hand-drawn map of the areas
that I traveled as part f the field analysis. We can decide if we are going to map this into a digital map,
once we know what we are trying to say with it.

I expressed to Trent that we need these maps by tomorrow so that you can prepare for your Weds
meeting.

More to follow!

Talk to you soon!
Marcie

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2009 9:55 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Rosemont maps...

Here you go in a couple of emails...

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2009 4:26 PM
To: Trent Reeder

Subject: RE: Rosemont maps...

t,



these are great- could you do this map exactly the same layers, colors, etc but show the whole USFS
boundary (dashed boundary that surrounds this project area only- the whole forest is in a couple of big
chunks) in a map (1in = 3-4 miles) something like that for:

SIOs

ROS

Scenic Attract

PERFECTO-

Marcie

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2009 12:34 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont maps...

Two more maps...should be it for awhile.

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2009 11:52 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont maps...

Here are two maps. I'll send more out shortly...

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
treeder@swca.com

208 Parker Avenue. Suite A-B

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-7781
Fax (970) 385-7785
www.swca.com

[attachment"11204_ROS_USFS.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"11204_ScenicAttract_USFS.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

07/13/2010 03:12 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject maps for Recreation section

Here are the initial maps for the affected environment recreation section, [attachment
"recreation_fig_ROS.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"recreation_BOA_Jan-2010.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"recreation_fig_rec_sites.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

07/15/2009 01:34 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Simulation task list~ is thiswhatyouare looking for?

Debby,

Thanks for your thoughts on the simulations, Iwill work this in with my table and see what we get.

I added your language into the Scope for Sims and sent it to Charles. You , Reta and Bev should receive it
soon. Regarding the 28 sims, I am just afraid that RCC will freak out if we start with that large of a
number. Do you think we can start with the 10 sims and then see ifwe need to do more (thinking we will); I
just dont want to loose the work due to the price tag and the number of simulations.

Also, I put an assumption that all views with the mining equipment and facilities in it are time and materials
beyond the standard sim hours.

I left it at 5 and you can discuss it with Bev (to raise it) or we can start with the highest important sims and
then decide (at the intial stage) that you want it expanded. They are watching prices very closely right now.

I can add a task for more 3D model research (Basically creating the gis snapshots of the alternatives).

Ifwe did 28 sims, its going to be really, really expensive, even if some of them are simple.

Anyway, here it comes through the pike and you can discuss itwith Bev and Reta. Had to get something in
there. We fully expect there to need to be change orders to follow on.

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 8:34 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Simulation task list~ is this what you are looking for?

Marcie:

See my comments below in red and the attached document. Please call me if you want to discuss any of
this.

Two other questions:

1. How is your research of other mines going?

2. Do you think you are budgeted sufficiently to complete currently funded tasks?



Thanks!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwe[!@swca.com>

07/14/2009 10:23 AM

To 'Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Simulationtask list" is this what you are lookingfor?

Debbie,

can you give this a quick review and let me know ifthis is what you are looking for- in table below. Please
edit ifyou want and send back. I will submit to Charles and Tom to resubmit to you, Bev, and Reta.

Also, I am attaching the list of actions that we reviewed this morning (whats funded, not funded, simulation
request)

Bold- Simulation request

Italics- underway as Alternative Development

Plain- not funded, not included

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review. pdf»
Task 1. Consultation with USFS and Rosemont to Select Simulations and Phases

(Note: consulting with Rosemont should help them understand why we selected the
simulation points and phases, but the USFS needs to have the final say)

Review all KOPs established by the USFS and select-§-(Estimated = 28. See the attached

document) key observation points (KOPs) to propose to USFS for simulations.
Prepare and review "existingconditions"panoramas forpotential KOP simulations. Select-a-phases

to represent foreach KOP in addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at 5 years, etc).
Meet with USFS and RCC (including Sage/Tetratech reclamation team) to review data, KOP

selection and "photo realistic"process.
Task 2. 3D Surface and Scene construction

Collect nessecary (typo) data and generate 3-D digitalsurfaces for the MPO at each construction
phase selected forsimulations. Thisstep will include researching what the pit will look like and
generating 3D plant facilities if needed.

Create one set of 3-D GISArc Globe working maps and diagrams Construct3-D working diagrams
for RCC and USFS to review potential scenes from each KOP to be selected.

Review with USFS and RCC forproposed simulations (i.e. does the KOPportraya scene which is
representative of desired viewshed and phase of construction forvisualanalysis.
Task 3. Visual Simulations Construction and Review with USFS/RCC

Create photo-realistic computer simulations of MPO for-S-KOPs and-2-phases foreach KOP.



Each simulation willshow waste rock and tailingpile forms, pit, roads, and infrastructure.
Prepare photorealistic simulation images for 5 KOPs.

Review draft simulations with resources specialists from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to direct specific
aspects of renderings: reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.

Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staff at meeting in Tucson.
Task 4. Photo Simulation Finalization

Complete changes to simulations and submit to USFS and RCC for final approval.

I recommend that your proposal also include other currently unfunded work, including the following:

• Conduct site visits to other mines to glean best management practices (1g)
• Determine landscape patterns and explore concepts for shaping waste rock and tailings piles that

better protects and mimics natural landforms and valued landscape character. Conduct site
analysis. Define criteria for shaping new topography to mimic surrounding landscape and provide
natural drainage patterns to direct and slow water for plants, determine revegetation species,
sizes, and patterns, and explore options for possible roads and/or trails on piles (modified 3d and

3f)
• Prepare "before" images (3g)

• Show results of simulations to IDT and get feedback (3i)
• One more site visit (including a meeting with Dr. Pepper)

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review.pdf deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Hello All,

We will be using this as the base color for facilities at the RCC plant site.

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 12:31 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; 'Beverley A Everson'; Melissa Reichard
Subject: FW: Paint Color

Hello All,

This is the color information that I mentioned at the Alternatives Meeting from Kathy and I did a little
e-research to find a color chip, please share with anyone else that may find this information useful.

Marcie

from http://www.braemarbuildinqs.com/buildinq-colors.php

Light Stone
SR .50 SRI 58

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2010 12:10 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Cc: David Krizek

Subject: FW: Paint Color
Finallygot a full answer on the paint color-

Cheers!
Kathcrine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs

Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

P.OSEMOfJT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130



3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE::Thise-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosureor distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

Forwarded Message
From: Clarissa Barraza <cbarraza(5>rosemontcopper.conri>

Date: Mon, 22 Feb 2010 10:16:42 -0600

To: Patrick Glynn <pglvnn(5)rosemontcopper.com>. Katherine Arnold <karnold(5)rosemontcopper.com>
Subject: RE: Paint Color

Kathy,
The color is Lightstone from Premier (SR.50 SRI 58)

Regards,

Clarissa Barraza

Project Engineer

Rosemont Copper Company
a subsidiary ofAugusta Resource Corporation

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure
or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us
immediately.

From: Patrick Glynn
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 3:53 PM
To: Clarissa Barraza

Cc: Kathy Arnold
Subject: FW: Paint Color
Importance: High

Please can you help Kathy with this asap Monday as I am out of the office next week.

Thanks

From: Kathy Arnold
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 8:47 AM
To: Patrick Glynn
Cc: Lance Newman

Subject: Paint Color

Patrick

The Forest Serviceneeds actual paint colors for the buildingsat the plant site. Can you send me either a website or
the names of the paint with a specific brand so that Ican tie them to a real color-this is a 911 for help ASAP!

Thanks -



Kathy
(Catherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs

Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

^ ROSEMOMT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

End of Forwarded Message [attachment "Facilities_Light_Stone_3D.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment facilitiesJVtedium_Bronze_3D.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

05/10/2010 12:52 PM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.Q

Marcie,

Let's talk sometime soon. I have many comments on your scope of work (attached), and lots of additional
questions:
1. Which tasks are funded (and which are not)?
2. What happened to the research task? I realize that my original thoughts on this have been scaled
down, and there may not be any great large-scale mine landforming and/or revegetation projects, but can
you at least get in touch with the ASLA Reclamation and Restoration professional group? Also, if Horst
(or others) finds a good example, it is still feasible that you and I might need to travel to it. I recommend
that you just mention in your scope of work that this might be necessary, but is currently unfunded.
3. Are you expecting to simulate the plant yourself?
4. Will you be creating a reverse viewshed study (like Jimmy Pepper provided) for each alternative?
5. Will the powerline (and associated road and water line) going over the ridge be included in any planned
simulations? We now know that EPG is not simulating this, and it's a big visual effect, so I think we need
to discuss.

6. Is there a way to include something for scale (like a person or a car) in at least some of the
simulations? We haven't talked about this, but I think it's critical.

The snow on the Santa Ritas has now melted, so taking KOP photos from Tucson can happen any time.
In the mean time, our Forest Supervisor has decided that the Sycamore/Barrel alternative is not moving
forward, but I recommend that you or Johnathan go ahead and take the photos anyway. Our Forest
Supervisor has announced that she is retiring next month, and who knows what the next forest supervisor
might want. Also, it's possible that the public will demand this alternative return to analysis and/or want to
see that we took views from Tucson seriously (potentially a photo could be included in your specialist
report). Pick a clear day. It's been windy a lot lately and the air quality has been bad.

The reclamation meeting on Monday (May 17) starts at 9:00 am. When does your flight arrive? On
Tuesday I have a dental appt. at 2:15, but could work with you all morning. Wednesday, I'm normally tied
up in Rosemont IDT meetings.

Thanks.

Debby

Scope_Visual_Fi esources_2010_04_30_DK_Comments. doc

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com:

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/10/2010 08:15 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

Subject Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.



Hello Debby,

Please find attached the Visual Scope with a few edits to it. Basically, we made sure that the number of
KOPs and data set assumptions matched with the level of effort that was agreed upon with Jamie in
January (i.e. middle cost estimate). I believe that this version is now ready for your approval.

Also, I hve booked flights to Tucson for the Reclamation Technology Transfer meeting on May 17th; to be
conservative, I booked my flights to be in Tucson for May 17-19, as I had not heard a final schedule. In
communcating with Dale, it appears that the meeting is still considered to be one day; that would give you
and Iat least Tuesday to work together, and I can either work from the Tucson office on Weds or try to fly
standby to return earlier.

I do not consider the Reclamation Transfer meeting to be in this visual budget, and will pursue
arrangements with Tom/Dale for the time.

Finally, I am preparing a Project Update, several maps and image drafts for you to review, either priorto
this meeting or as a part of that trip to Tucson. I should have these to you shortly.

More to follow,

Marcie

«Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc»
Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Tom Furgason" To <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D
<tfurgason@swca.com> Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>,

04/14/2010 08:13 AM <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
cc <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"

<jrigg@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>

bcc

Subject FW: Rosemont Landform Draft Report

History: ^ This message has beenforwarded.

Bev,

Attached is Horst's draft report. We would appreciate it if the Coronado would expedite the review of this
document. I expect that Rosemont will want to hear some feedback at tomorrows meeting regarding the
Coronado's initial reaction to Horst's conclusions.

I am very eager to respond to Horst so that we can get his final report and invoice so that we can request
Rosemont pay him for his work. Thanks.

Tom

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Wed 4/14/2010 6:08 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Melissa Reichard

Subject: FW: Rosemont Landform Draft Report

Tom,

Attached is the draft Landform report from Horst Schor. Please forward to the CNF with a request to
expedite their review. As noted in the email below the final report will include a CD with the earthwork

calculations, maps, and a full electronic copy of the report.

Cheers,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe(5)live.com



PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

From: Horst [mailto:hjschor@jps.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 6:54 PM
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'

Subject: Rosemont Landform Draft Report

Ok Dale - here it is.

I incorporatedall the issues you had highlighted for me: erosional stability, visual appearance, the
expanded footprint beyond Barrel Canyon, the tailings and heap leach issue, the 500' setback, the
southern watershed diversion, the Ball Court and the earthwork calculation.

The computer files (in CD format) with text, graphics, photos and calculation as well as the five hard
copies will be sent to you once you approve the draft.

Horst[attachment "Rosemont Report -041310-final draft.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 12:31 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; 'Beverley A Everson'; Melissa Reichard
Subject: FW: Paint Color
Hello All,

This is the color information that I mentioned at the Alternatives Meeting from Kathy and I did a little
e-research to find a color chip, please share with anyone else that may find this information useful.

Marcie

from http://www.braemarbuildinqs.com/buildinq-colors.php

Light Stone
SR .50 SRI

58

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2010 12:10 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Cc: David Krizek

Subject: FW: Paint Color
Finallygot a full answer on the paint color...

Cheers!

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Directorof Environmental and Regulatory Affairs

Cell: 520.784.1972 | Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

ROSEV.OMT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including anyattachments, is for the sole use ofthe intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are notthe
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.



Forwarded Message
From: Clarissa Barraza <cbarraza(5>rosemontcopper.com>

Date: Mon, 22 Feb 2010 10:16:42 -0600

To: Patrick Glynn <pelvnn(5>rosemontcopper.com>, Katherine Arnold <karnold(5>rosemontcopper.com>
Subject: RE: Paint Color

Kathy,
The color is Lightstone from Premier (SR.50 SRI 58)

Regards,

Clarissa Barraza

Project Engineer

Rosemont Copper Company
a subsidiary ofAugusta Resource Corporation

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure
or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us
immediately.

From: Patrick Glynn
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 3:53 PM
To: Clarissa Barraza

Cc: Kathy Arnold
Subject: FW: Paint Color
Importance: High

Please can you help Kathy with this asap Monday as I am out of the office next week.

Thanks

From: Kathy Arnold
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 8:47 AM
To: Patrick Glynn
Cc: Lance Newman

Subject: Paint Color

Patrick

The Forest Service needsactual paintcolors for the buildings at the plantsite. Can yousend meeither a website or
the names ofthe paint with a specific brand sothat Ican tie them to a real color - thisisa 911 for help ASAP!

Thanks -

Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold,P.E. | Director ofEnvironmental andRegulatory Affairs

Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com



ROSEMONT COPPER0f%

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

End of Forwarded Message [attachment l,Facilities_Light_Stone_3D.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "Facilities_Medium_Bronze_3D.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/01/2010 09:48 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Chelsa Johnson'
<Cjohnson@epgaz.com>, "Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line - Simulation
discussion with FS

History: 4? This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Iwas thinking that we gave the whole set to the USFS when the Regional office pulled together their
google-photo simulations.

If thats not the case, as long as you give official permission for the GIS layers to be shared with EPG, I
can ask Trent if he can package it up again.

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 7:38 AM
To: Chelsa Johnson; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line - Simulation discussion with FS

Marcie: Can you provide the 3D model or files for the tailings & waste rock? I do not have these files.

Chelsa: I have another question. Will your simulation here show a temporary construction-only powerline
or a permanent line? These were both options being evaluated in this location, right?

Thanks!

Debby Kriegel
Landscape Architect
(520) 388-8427

"Chelsa Johnson"

<Cjohnson@epgaz.com>

02/26/2010 10:50 AM

To "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, <EBeck@Tep.com>, "Debby Kriegel"

<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, <kellett@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Lauren Weinstein" <Lweinst@epgaz.com>, "Paul Trenter" <ptrente@epgaz.com>, "Emily Belts"

<EBelts@epgaz.com>

Subjec Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line - Simulation discussion with FS
t



Good Morning,

EPGhas coordinated with Debby Kriegel and Marcie Bidwell last week regarding the proposed 138kV transmission

line simulations. I've provided a summary of key discussion items:

1) Direction regarding the selection of the viewpoint for simulation 3 was previously requested by the Forest
Service and EPG provided 4 photo options along Box Canyon Road near the crossing of Link160. Both Debby and
Marcie agreed that Option Bwould be the best selection for Simulation 3. Based on the wireframe
representations, Debby and Marcie voiced concern that a portion of the project would be visible for viewers
heading east on Box Canyon Road whereas the other options do not show any structures due to vegetation
screening. In addition Debby noted that Option B is also at one of the KOP's for the mine and represents a typical
viewing condition for Box Canyon recreation users. I have attached the preferred photo and viewpoint for your

reference. We will be moving forward with this Simulation viewpoint.

2) Visibility of the mine was also discussed and we concluded that the mine would not likely be visible from the
viewpoint at Simulation 3 Option B due to terrain and existing vegetation. On a follow up call with Marcie this
week, we discussed the possible visibility of the mine from the other simulation viewpoints and concluded that 3D
modeling of the proposed contours for the McCleary Alternative would be helpful. Debby, please let me know if
we can get the latest contour information so we can create a 3D model to determine if any of the tailings would be

visible.

3) Other concerns discussed include the clearing of the transmission line ROW. In particular, if the entire 100'
ROWwould be cleared of vegetation or if selective clearing would be implemented. I have contacted TEP

engineers about their vegetation clearing standards and Iwill forward the information once it is received.

4) Debby inquired if the additional transmission line simulation viewpoints would provide a view of the route
crossing the Santa Rita Mountains (Link 140). EPG noted that Simulations 2-6 would not have a view of Link140.
We concluded that Simulation 1 along Santa Rita Road does not have a view of Link 140 and Debby noted that the
Forest Service may want to consider an additional simulation of the transmission line crossing the Santa Rita

Mountains.

5) Debby also expressed concern regarding the specific placement of the transmission line structures along links
160 and 190, which are near Concern Level 1 roads. In September 2009, Debby provided EPG detailed comments
regarding the transmission line routing options on FS land. She requested that a Landscape Architect from EPG
conduct a detailed visual impact assessment and provide mitigation recommendations to minimize visual impacts.
EPG noted that TEP engineers have provided typical structure height and span information; however, detailed
engineering has not been finalized. We discussed the possibility of conducting a visibility assessment for links 160
and 190 or using wireframes to assess mitigation recommendations. EPG also noted that coordination with TEP
engineers would be necessary to determine constructability of recommended mitigation measures. Debby
recommended avoiding placement of structures along ridges so that the project would not be skylined. EPG will

assess mitigation measures for these links and coordinate with TEP engineers regarding constructability.

Thanksagain for the input regarding the simulations and EPG will follow up with Rosemont/TEP regarding an
additionalsimulation of the transmission line crossingthe Santa Rita Mountains, TEP ROW clearing standards, and



mitigation measures for links 160 and 190. Debby and Marcie, please let me know if I have missed anything with

this summary or if you have any clarifications.

Chelsa Johnson

Project Coordinator/Visual Resource Specialist

epg
Environmental Planning Group

Phoenix, Arizona

602-956-4370 phone

602-956-4374 fax

http://www.epgaz.com

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain
information that is attorney work product, privileged, confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from disclosure or use under
applicable law. Ifyou have received this e-mail in error, please notifythe sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail

from all affected databases. Thank you.

[attachment "Simulation Map_simulation 3A_revflat.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "sim
3 opt B-IMG_9552_flat.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <tfurgason@swca.com>
10/09/2008 04:42 PM cc

bcc

Subject Visual Analysis Examples

Hello Debbie,

Here is an example of visibility analysis that we did for the BLM to document existing conditions
from a gravel pit. The primary question for the report was what was the current state of
development, as visible to the Durango community, and what of that development was
attributable to the gravel pit versus other developments in the area.

THis is the examplewherewe hadto redraw the topography to matchthe actual gravel mine topography
to get the visual corridors to compute correctly. We could use the same process to project what the
disturbance might be, where the tailings might go, and howvisual itwould be from the scenic byway, and
other key observation pointswhere recreators or the public mightview the project.

Ican supply the whole report if you would like, but it is rather large.

CHeers,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell
Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue
Durango, Colorado 81301
Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "13641_PL_detail_12-11.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "13641_Figure 6.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "13641_Figure
4.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "13641_Figure 5.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"TrentReeder" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
<treeder@swca.com>

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkrieqel(5)fs.fed.us>
09/02/2009 09:00 AM

bcc

Subject RE:Alt6c3D

Not sure if I sent these out as well showing the arch site in relation to the piles

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:54 AM
To: Trent Reeder

Cc: Debby Kriegel

Subject: RE: Alt6c 3D

Thanks Trent,

Giving the time, I think we can hold on the KOP on ground shots until after the meeting.

M

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:52 AM
To: Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Alt6c 3D

Here's the updated oblique figure with updated elevations. Please let me know ifyou need anything else.

Trent Reeder
GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder(5)swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

[attachment "11204_ALTs_6B_KOP12_print.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "11204_ALTs_6C_KOP12_print.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Marc Kaplan/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
09/21/2009 01:12 PM cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Stephen Leslie"

<sleslie@swca.com>, treeder@swca.com
bcc

Subject RE: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map ofVisually Sensitive
TravelwaysH]

Here is the shapefile for concern levels 1 through 3 in theSanta Ritas and surrounding major roads. This
file has notbeen cleaned oftopological errors and is still being reviewed to make certaincorrectattributes
are sticking. NAD 83 UTM 12 This shapefile is still under review, but is the most recent we have.

Thank you

Marc

Marc G. Kaplan
Planner Analyst
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ 85701
520-388-8358

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbldwell@swca.com> T
0"Marc Kaplan" <mkaplan@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

09/16/2009 09:39 AM CC "Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>
SubjectRE: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map ofVisually Sensitive Travelways

Marc,

Please CC treeder(5)swca.com on Friday, as I may be away from the office.

Thank you,
Marcie

From: Marc Kaplan [mailto:mkaplan@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 10:32 AM
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Stephen Leslie
Subject: Re: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map ofVisually Sensitive Travelways



Iexpect to send by COB this Friday.

Thank you

Marc

Marc G. Kaplan
Planner Analyst
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8358

Debby Kriegei/R3/USDAFS
To Marc Kaplan/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

09/16/2009 07:09 AM Subject Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

Hi Marc,

Would you please send the GIS shapefiles for the Santa Rita Concern Level 1, 2, and 3 travelways to 2
people at SWCA?

mbidwell@swca.com

sleslie@swca.com

Thanks!

Debby

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 09/16/2009 07:07 AM

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com> To

09/15/2009 08:38 AM

Debby,

Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
Subject RE: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways



Steve's points apply tovisual as well. Visual and recAE was submitted back in June/July.

Wedefinitely will need the GIS layers thatyou used to create this mapto analysethe CL's. Please forward
those at yournearest convenience (or have Terry contactTrent).

Thanks,

Marcie

From: Stephen Leslie
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:35 AM
To: Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Updated Map ofVisually Sensitive Travelways

Debby,

This looks good. Just so you know, I have alreadysubmitted the initial draftaffected environment for
recreation. I'll keep this information handy for when we respond toany other necessary changes. Have
you provided the travelways data in GIS yet? We'll need that in order to quantify miles oftravelways that
would be impacted by each alternative.

Thanks,

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:06 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Updated Map ofVisually Sensitive Travelways

Attached isan updated map showing Concern Level 1,2, and3 travelways for theSanta Rita Mountains.
Our original CL map was 10 years old. The Rosemont project inspired me to review this map, discuss it
with ourdistrict field person,and make a few changes.

CL1 travelways are most sensitive. CL2 are moderately sensitive. CL3 are least sensitive.

Marcie: Please usethis as you write the affected environment section for visual quality. Ialso sentthis
map to Jimmy Pepper.

Steve: CL1 roads and trails are our most popular recreation routes. This should be useful as you write
affected environment for recreation, and possibly will be a good starting point for exploring restoration of
road connections/loops post-mine.



Thanks.

[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.shx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.dbf•deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.prj" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.sbn" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.sbx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.shp" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "srita_travelways_092109forSWCA.shp.xml" deleted byDebby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

03/04/2009 09:41 AM

To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Visual andRecreation Resource Analysis^

Marcie:

I'm attaching some of my more recent specialist reports from some other projects. This might be helpful
for you to see the topics I normally cover in my analyses, and you might want to use these general formats
as you start writing stuff.

Keep in mind:
• Most of these are for projects that benefit visual quality, and the TEP project's negative effects pale in

comparison with impacts that would be caused by the proposed Rosemont project, so obviously there
will be considerably more work/analysis/words/etc. for Rosemont. Plus, for Rosemont there will need
to be a substantial analysis and discussion of waste rock pile re-shaping and alternatives.

• We might complete our Forest Plan revision before the Rosemont EIS is complete. Ifwe do, then we
will likely be using SMS and Scenic Integrity Objectives (not VQOs), so I recommend using both
systems throughout your work.

Thanks.

Debby

[attachment "TEP_SMScumulativeimpactsreport.doc" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"FireMgmtSpecialistReportSMS.doc" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"PERP_Rec_Report_May_2006.doc" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
,Tumacacori_Habitat_lmprovement_Visual_Quality_Report_Feb_2009.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment"Oracle_Ridge_Visual_and_Rec_Report_Nov_2007.doc" deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Keepers, Ashley"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Krizek, David"
m /97/?m n m -oo am <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Debby Kriegel"

u u c M,VI cc 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Michael Andres"
<mandres@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RESEND: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS- previous
analysis - descriptions

Hello Debby and alh

I am attaching a better map for the Cumulative KOP example (that is why I attempted to recall the original
message). The reason that I am replacing the original one is that the KOPs were a combination of old and
new.

This map is using the old KOPs as an example. The viewsheds were completed for the old KOPs and so if
I replace them, the views do not match. This example is of the existing conditions, showing only the
footprint of the MPO for reference.

Additionally, all of the 8 KOPs and their GPS coordinates are included (combined Tt and USFS).

In reviewof the proposed combined list that were to be approved by the USFS, the ArizonaTrail KOP that
was proposed for the AZ trail views will be outside of all of the alternatives and it should therefore work for
USFS analysis (until a potential realignment is selected).

Secondly, the MtWrightson KOP (GPS location) along Four Spring Trail should also work, however the
photographs may not be of the right resolution and clarity (due to haze and clouds) to be useable. Tetra
Tech is checking their files to see ifthey have other images, but these photos may need to be retaken ifa
simulation is to be produced from this location.

Thank you, let me know ifyou have any questions
Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 12:21 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; 'Keepers, Ashley'; 'Krizek, David'; 'Debby Kriegel'; 'KathyArnold*
Cc: Trent Reeder

Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Hello Kathy and David,

In discussing with Debby Kriegel the many options for presenting viewshed analysis data, the USFS would
like to use a format that combines the many KOPs for eah alternative intoone map for presentation (one
map x 6 alternatives= 6 maps + existing conditions map). This allows a comparison of the alternatives
across the many KOPs at a single glance.

Iam submitting this map from SWCA as an example of how thiscan be presented. Letme know ifyou
havequestionson methodology to achieveadding the multiple viewshed analyses into one data layerthat
can be presented as below.



KOPS- In response to Rosemonts request to reduce the number of viewshed maps and analyses, the list
may be shortened to the middleground areas (within ~ 5 miles of an alternative). The list is provided below
in a previous email.

MAIN MAP- Shows detail in the ground disturbing areas (footprints of the alternatives), but the scale
should be consistent for all maps (showing from BoxCanyon up to the north of the project area).

INSET MAP- Should show the extent of the KOPs included in the analysis.

COLORS- flexible, but should include a hillshade or topographic background with a gradation for the
number of KOPs that can view each pixel. There may be a way to show this in black and white, but the
two gradients are important.

Lets discuss,
Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 8:24 AM
To: Keepers, Ashley; Krizek, David
Cc: Trent Reeder

Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Hello Ashley and David,

Trent and Iwill need to talk with you or someone at Tt to understand the data set that you sent us and
what itdoes/does not entail. Ata minimum we will need for Tt to send us a "legend" or listof layers that
should be used in YR 10 and YR20; itwould be best ifyou could just create two geodatabases that are
separate for YR 10 and YR20 so that we can be sure to use the correct layers for the correct scenes. We
will contact you first thing this morning.

Ifthe reclamation grading has not been finished for the tailing and waste rock piles, then hopefully we can
start with the 10 YRsimulations. Otherwise, we are just waiting on you, at this point.

As for KOPs, the KOP locations have been approved for all 8 KOPs.
• The Mt. Wrightson photograph will need to be redone ifwe are to use the image for a simulation,

but the GPS point is approved.
• The Box Canyon point we can work with, and hopefully the photographs will not be too dark for

simulation.

• The AZ trail at KOP 5 (SWCA original number) will be used for the MPO, and others that make
sense. We may need to add another point for alternatives that do not show anything from that
point. We will not knowfor sure which ones will not work until we get further into the analysis. I am
hopeful for this KOP.

To present the KOPs, as detailed on Friday, USFS requests that the individual KOPs be presented on one
map per alternative as a "cumulative viewhshed" or a "combined analysis of multiple viewshed analysis"
map (title is negotiable). This will reduce the number of maps substantially.

Additionally, USFS said that the number ofviewshed analyses could be reduced from the list of
8 to those KOPs approximately 5 miles or less from the proposed alternatives- that would include
the following 6:

KOP01 ImM 46- Picnic Table PullOff



KOP 02 MM 44- Scenic Pull Off

KOP 03 Arizona Trail

KOP 06
Las Cienegas BLM Kiosk/ Empire Ranch
Entry

KOP 07 Hilton Ranch Road rural residential area

KOP 08
Box Canyon Road/ Arizona Trail
Crossing

However, for Sycamore Alternative, we will need to create a similar short list for the western views that will
show multiple views from the western perspective. I will get you those KOPs.

Finally, I will have Trent send along an example of the layout that the USFS has requested. The scale for
the Multiple KOP viewsheds should be set to include the USFS boundary north of the project area to the
Box Canyon Road in the large view and an inset that would show the larger area surrounding the
alternatives to show the context. The focus of the map is to show the elements of the mine that will be
visible from most places. In order to see this detail the closer scale for the larger image is required.

I suspect there will be questions, and we can discuss this further once the map arrives.

Thank you,
Marcie

From: Keepers, Ashley [mailto:Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com]
Sent: Mon 1/25/2010 3:13 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Krizek, David
Cc: Trent Reeder

Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Hi Marcie,

The contours that we provided are not the reclamation contours. We are still waiting for the site grading
from M3, then we can do the final grading.

The current layout of the MPO is unlikely, some of the benches will still remain. The most current version
of our reclamation design that we are working on currently is a good example of what it will look like after it
is reclaimed.

Hope this answers your questions.

I have a question for you, have you guys verified the final KOP locations we agreed upon last week after
our meeting yet? (the 8 we chose using SWCA.Tt, and FS points) I think we all want to make sure that
the FS buys off on them before we finalize anything.

Thanks!

Ashley Keepers | Staff Civil Engineer

Main: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724
Tetra Tech



3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com
PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or
inside information. Any distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended
recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the
sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

From: Marcie Bidwell [mailto:mbidwell@swca.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2010 1:19 PM
To: Krizek, David
Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

David and Ashely,

Thank you for the geodata base info. We are inventorying what was included and preparing a list of
questions to make sure we understand what we are receiving.

One immediate question- Do the contours in the data base represent final grading?

For instance, will the benches still remain at reclamation or be graded out to 3:1 slopes or less?

We were working with the understanding that the final MPO grading plan would be smooth, without
benches, and we were smoothing the surfaces in GIS to show that (see attached image of KOP 2 land
form placed in the photo).

Thanks in advance for your immediate reply!!
Marcie

From: Krizek, David [mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:31 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Trent Reeder
Subject: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Marcie,

I have loaded to the ftp site the photos for the KOPs and other information related to KOP selection, etc. I
also included the viewshed analysis that we did previously (pdf versions).

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724

Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road \ Tucson, AZ 857411 www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including anyattachments, mayinclude privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution oruse of thiscommunication by anyone otherthan the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If



you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it fromyour system.

[attachment "11204 Cumulative_VS Existing.pdf" deleted byDebby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS) Rosept_20100125.dbf

Rosep_20100125.prj Rosept_20100125.sbn Rosept_20100125.sbx Rosept_20100125.shp Rosept_20100125.shp.xml

SHX

Rosept_20100125.shx



To: Marcie Bidwell .<mbidweil@swca.com <mbidwell@swca.com> >

Cc: David Krizek <david.krizek@tetratech.com <david.krizek@tetratech.com> >, Katherine Arnold <

karnold@rosemontcopper.com <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> >, Tom Furgason <

tfurgason@swca.com <tfurgason@swca.com> >,Trent Reeder <treeder@swca.com <

treeder@swca.com> >, Debby Kriegel <dkrieeel@fs.fed.us <dkrieeel@fs.fed.us> >
Subject: Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Simulations created for visual resource analysis and the EIS must be honest and accurate depictions of
what the alternative would look like. They need to include stormwater management features, such as
benches, if these features would be required. It is not appropriate to simulate 3:1 smooth
top-to-bottom slopes if benches will be necessary(I'm assuming that this is what you're calling "angular
grading" from Tetra Tech).

Golder's work will be complete on Monday, and the results may indicate that fewer benches are
required. Horst Schor's work isexpected to create more natural forms to deal with stormwater. Both
of these would lessen effects to visual quality and should be incorporated as much as possible into
alternatives and resulting simulations.

The exceptionwould be the MPO, which doesn't havea stormwatergrading plan. Irecommend
printing a disclaimer statement regarding this on the MPO simulations.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com <mbidwell@swca.com> >02/09/2010 02:36 PM

To

"Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com<David.Krizek@tetratech.com> >, "Debby Kriegel" <
dkrieeel@fs.fed.us <dkrieeel@fs.fed.us> >,"Tom Furgason" <tfureason@swca.com <
tfureason@swca.com> >,"Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com <
karnold@rosemontcopper.com> >, "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com <treeder@swca.com> >
cc

Subject
For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Hello Debby and Kathy,

Iwanted to check in with you for direction to SWCA and Tetra Tech regarding what level of
engineering resolution that we should all use in visual analysis and supporting efforts.

Please see David's message below and use the two attachments to place the questions in



reference.

1. David has sent a pdf map of the Barrel only alternative that shows the angular grading of
the "raw process."
2. I have attached a GIS view of the MPO with the benches etc, rather than smoothing, i.e.
the "Raw process.

Due to the level of engineering development of the alternatives, David is proposing that both
companies work from the raw version of the alternatives.

It is my understanding that working from the "raw" images would provide the "typical stormwater
and benching" design that the Visual Coordination Meeting directed us to use (see KOP 12
attached).

Debby, Please confirm that we should all be working on the "raw" data that shows benching, to
create a fair comparison.

David, I am still waiting for response to the questions that I submitted to Tt on Feb. 2 regarding
the presentation of the MPO; I think my questions overlap with yours.

From Marcie to SWCA, Tt, and USFS on 2/2/2010: RE: Visualization Coordination Follow
Up and Minutes.

MPO- Specific Questions-

1. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y10 is
as presented in Figure 9 of the Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP).

2. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y20-
should the MPO be shown as Figure 11 or Figure 12 of the RCP.

3. Please indicate what the geodatabase layer name is that will have the "composite of yearly
reclamation areas" in the data provided by Tt.

4. SWCA understands that the MPO should show benches as the following: waste rock, as 100 ft running
slopes for each bench and approximately 100 ft wide road/benchsurface; and tailings as 50 ft benches
and running surface; the attached KOP 12 image shows the output from the MPO with benches as
submitted. Please confirm if this is what we should use for final grading.

From: Krizek, David ["mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com <mailto:David.Krizek(5)tetratech.com>1
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 11:59 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Carrasco, Joel
Subject: RCC Viewshed analysis

Marcie,



This e-mail is being sent just to clarify the shapes we are using for our viewshed analysis.

Depending on the alternative, the various alternatives have been developed to three different
stages. These stages are:
1. Raw Stage
2. Smoothed Stage
3. Advanced Stage

For the ultimate footprint, the following stages have been done:

1. Barrel and McCleary Alternative raw stage
advanced design
2. MPO raw stage smoothed shape
3. Barrel Only Alternative raw stage
4. Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative raw stage
5. Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative raw stage

For the Year 10 footprint, the following stages have been done:

1. Barrel and McCleary Alternative raw stage
2. MPO raw stage
3. Barrel Only Alternative raw stage
4. Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative raw stage
5. Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative raw stage

For the viewshed analysis, we are just planning on using the raw stage for all (Barrel Only
Alternative attached for example). The raw stage is the angular version used to determine
volumes, etc. Otherwise it won't be an equal analysis.

Is this what you were anticipating?

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724
Tetra Tech

3031 West InaRoad / Tucson, AZ 857411 www.tetratech.com <http://www.tetratech.com/ <
http://www.tetratech.com/> >

PLEASENOTE: This message, including any attachments, may includeprivileged, confidential
and/orinside information. Any distribution or use of thiscommunication by anyone other than
the intended recipient is strictlyprohibited and may be unlawful. Ifyou are not the intended
recipient, please notifythe sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your



system.

[attachment "Barrel Only_raw shape.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"11204_KOP12_PAb.jpg" deleted byDebby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, Melinda D
06/01/2010 07-30 AM Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Simulations - Drainage DrawingsQ

Bev, Mindee, Reta: Note Marcie's statement below (I turned her text red). If she doesn't have the data
from Rosemont byJune 15, she won'tbe able to producesimulations for the DEIS. I believe that this is a
major problem.

Marcie: Please verifywith Rosemont and Tetra Tech the correct number of benches to show in the
simulation. I'm confused by items 1 (no benches ontailings) and 2 (6 benches). Which iscorrect for the
MPO?

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell •

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "David Krizek" <david.krizek@tetratech.com>, "Kathy
05/28/2010 09:16 AM Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Keepers, Ashley"
<Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
<Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>, "Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>

Subject RE: Drainage drawing

David,

Good to see you on Monday. You looked refreshed.

Per Kathy's email regarding stormwater, here is an example of what we are looking for as an indication of
stormwater elements- we just need to just know a general indication of where to show drop structures,
detention ponds, etc. This could be hand drawn, or as Trent prepared similar to this diagram. This is to
illustrate what we are requesting.

In the meeting May 19, the MPO was discussed, and it was decided that while several concepts for
reclamation were included in the MPO that have different physical forms (such as ridge and valley, etc)
that the EIS simulations will use the basic topography that Rosemont has provided the FS and SWCA.
Additionally, SWCA will apply vegetation and colors to the surface, but we will not be adjusting the
contours. The idea is that the "MPO is the MPO" to the level designed, not to show possible modifications
to it.

REQUEST:

1 Please indicate by June 3ifTrent's drawing for placement ofdrop structures and stormwater
ponds will suffice. At that date, we will complete the drafts of the MPO as Trent has shown. Or you may
supply a similar drawing by June 3rd to replace it.



2. Please supplya similar level of drawing forthe Scholefield and Barrel Only alternatives with the
contours, when they are ready.

3. Any data that has been requested and not received by June 15th will not be shown inthe DEIS
simulations bySWCA, unless special arrangements have been made prior to this date.

Afew important points regarding the MPO, drainage, and contours-

1. MPO Contours data set and reclamation- SWCA has been directed to use the set of contours for our
alternatives thatare shown in theJPGthat isattached (August 2009 and Feb2010 datadownloads).
However we do also havethe 2007contours Shown in Figure 23 Reclamation Plan as well. Thereare
differences between these data sets, although their footprints are mostly the same. Notice also that Figure
23does not show benches oraccess roads. JPG shows three benches on thewaste rock pile and no
specific benches onthetailing pile; thetails are generally evenly stepped throughout.

Important note: we are proceeding with the data setshown in JPG, as recently directed, unless we hear
otherwise by June 3.

2. MPO vs. Reclamation data set. Thus far, SWCA has been using the MPO footprint as shown in the
maps used at Monday's meeting.

Iknow that you are very familiar with the MPO and its Reclamation Plan andyou will notice thatthe
contours that wehave received for the MPO donot look quite like MPO Rec Figure 23 (compared with the
contours shown in MPO SW mdb.jpg). The MPO JPG shows 3-4 benches in some places, but according
to your Preliminary Stormwater Concept, thereshould be 1 bench per100feet ofelevation on the waste
rock, or4-6 benches depending onwhere onestarts counting.

Important note: we are proceeding with the MPO shown benches on the waste rock and assigning a
bench to every 100ft ofdrop on the tails, which results in 6benches (approximately), as directed May
19th unless we hearotherwise byJune 3.

Thankyouforyourtimeand cooperation in advance,
Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:08 PM
To: 'Kathy Arnold'; David Krizek
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Keepers, Ashley; 'Carrasco, Joel'; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Drainage drawing

Hello David,

This request forwarded by Kathy is the conceptual drawing that you and Ihave been discussing for a few
months now.

The request is to suppliment the Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Summary with a
conceptual sketch of where the elements described in the text would beplaced on each alternative map.
This isconsistent with the data requests filed by the Forest Service this year.



Specifically, it would be for the following alternatives (i.e. PhasedTailings is considered complete):
• MPO-

• UpperBarrel- (once the final design is confirmed)
• Scholefield- (once final design is confirmed)

Additionally, SWCA would like to request thatthe Phased Tailings Contour data and associated layers be
uploaded to the FTP site, as well.

Iwould be glad to discuss this on the phone with you, Ashley orJoel. And Iwant to extend a thank you for
the recent call inquiry.

Thank you!
Marcie

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:46 PM
To: David Krizek

Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Drainage drawing

David -

Ineed you to put pen to paperon a drawing (2-d isfine) to showMarcie what yourwrite-upwill
(could?) look like in the real world. Hand drawn arrows will be fine.

Cheers!

Kathy
Katherine AnnArnold, P.E. | Director ofEnvironmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724
kamold ® rosemontcopper.com

f^ ROSEMONT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road| Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including anyattachments, is for thesole useofthe intended recipients and maycontain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure ordistribution is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies andnotify us immediately.
[attachment "MPO_SW mdb.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "MPO Rec Figure
23.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



History:

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

02/22/2010 09:29 AM

To "Dale Oilman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "'Marcie
BidwelH <mbidwell@swca.com>, jrigg@swca.com

cc "Tom Furgason"' <tfurgason@swca.com>, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Pit Wall Safety Benches - Potential Visual MitigationQ

^ This message has been forwarded.

Dale: This is great. I appreciate you providing these ideas/options. Do you have a
recommendation for how to get a review and initial input from Rosemont?

Marcie: I assume that you will be simulating the MPO's 50-foot lifts. It would be very helpful to
have simulations (even rough ones), at least for double benching and randomized benching, in
order to help us compare these options and determine which would mitigate visual impacts best.
Can you do this?

Jonathan: Please add the following wording to the mitigation table item #15.3.3/238 as follows:

• Treat upper portions of the pit wall that are visible from Highway 83, the Arizona Trail, and
other Concern Level 1 travel ways and residential areas within 5 miles of the pit by (1)
reducing the visual impact of horizontal safety benches by reducing the number of benches
(double benching), placing benches in a randomized pattern, or similar, and (2) applying
Permeon or similar to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of
operations. Verify that selected treatment will not create water quality problems. Review
treatment at least every 5 years and adjust as needed to protect visual quality. If possible,
plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

Thanks.

"Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>

02/19/2010 12:06 PM

To "'Debby KriegeP <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, '"Marcie Bidwell'"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, '"Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Pit WallSafety Benches - Potential Visual Mitigation

Debby & Marcie,

Attached is a memo presenting several potential mitigation options for the safety benches on the upper
pit wall.

Cheers,



Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe(5>live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

[attachment "20100219_ortman_kriegel-bidwell_pitbenchmit_memo.pdf' deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/25/2009 02:35 PM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Visual Resource Strategy

Debby,

Thanks for the email- I need to say that we are having email issues and if I do not respond it may very
well be because we are selectively not receiving emails. So I apologize, and ask that if I do not seem to
respond by email to let me know. Then I can call IT again to fix the problems.

I sent the revised strategy sheet right after our conversation; I am resending it in case you did not receive
it. If you had sent it back to me for more revisions, please resend your message.

Did you have the RCC meeting or ID Team meeting and discuss the strategy yet?

I look forward to catching up!

Thanks for checking in,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2009 10:59 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Visual Resource Strategy

Marcie: Were you going to send me the revised strategy spreadsheet? Or are you still working on it?
Send it whenever it's ready for my review. Thanks! Debby[attachment
"Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-19.xls" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



History:

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Charles Coyle"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"

04/15/2009 01:54 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc

bcc

Subject Rosemont Mine-visual report update

<^> This message has been forwarded.

Debby,
Great working together today- as we discussed, Iwill start processing the visual analysis maps and other
immediate agenda items in support of Affected Environment immediately. I am looking forward to diving in
full-throttle to make progress on the immediate items. I am invigorated to finally have the full go-ahead to
make progress with the scope finally approved and signed.

Also, Iwill work with Tom and Charles to see ifwe can arrange for meetings the week of May 6th in
Tucson for face-to-face working sessions, key observation pointselection, site tour, and other working
meetings.

I am including Tom and Charles on this email to keep them in the loop as to what my process will be and
how we are tracking (1) current scope items and (2) additional items that you are working to have funded.

Iwill follow this email to all of you with a summary that shows committment of hours from the approved
scope of work to each of the Visual Resource Proposal items.

Tom and Charles,
In moving the visual assessment forward, I will be calling you to discuss Visual and GIS tasks involved
(and staff resources) that were included within the Visual Technical Report process. I will call to discuss
the following:

1. Visual study- Charles was anticipating that RCC would deliver a visual product of some sort-1 would like
to find out more about what and when.

2. GIS visual mapping-1 can do it here or ifyou would prefer Tucson do it, lets discuss
3. Site Tour- Debbyand Iwould like to document KOPsand do some more exploration; Iwould like to
coordinate this with you and any other potential tour coming up.
4. Review of the strategy attached and how SWCA's scope and schedule will guide this process.

The spreadsheet attached is the working version of the visual assessment process that Debbyand I have
fleshed out; The letter is a draft that Debby has written for Bev and Rita to take to RCC regarding
additional visual research that she would like included in the process that is currently beyond our scope.
These items are flagged in the spreadsheet as "N" for NO under "Witing Current Contract" on the strategy
spreadsheet. My next step is to match hours to items on the strategy that will represent (1) EIS budget
tasks and (2) Visual Technical Report.

Thanks! Hope to see you all soon-
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2009 2:32 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine



Marcie,

Thanks for taking time to discuss the project with me today. I look forward to seeing progress and
products in the near future!

2 items are attached: the latest strategy and draft text for a letter from our Forest Supervisor to Rosemont.
Let me know ifyou have comments on either item. I'll need your comments on the letter within the next
day or two.

After making some initial contacts, Iwas referred to others who might have experience or helpful
information. Please call each of these folks and ask about good mine reclamation and land sculpting
examples. And please follow up on any leads you have as well!

• ASLA Reclamation and Restoration Professional Interest Group.
• Diane Tafoya, Forest Service Geologist, Southwest Regional Office, (505) 842-3275. She

probably has experience with many projects, but one mentioned was the El Chaete Pumice mine
on the Santa Fe and her work with Bill Kraussman, who helped with SMS work.

• Maria McGaha, Forest Service Environmental Engineer, Southwest Regional Office, (505)
842-3837. Maria has worked on mine reclamation projects.

• Holly Fliniau, USDA, (303) 275-5547. Worked on a project called Reilly Pass mine, which may
have good examples.

• Mike Dunn, Forest Service Minerals Specialist, Rocky Mountain Region, (303) 275-5101. He may
know of mines with good land sculpting, including Henderson mine and Climax mine. He also
may refer you to Paul Simmer or Dan Lovato (landscape architect)...the field folks on these
projects.

• Donna Kim (414-297-3613) and Bill Mains (815-423-6370), both Forest Service folks from Region
8. They've worked on big scale mountain top mining projects on the Monongahela NF in West
Virginia. Also contact Mary Frye, the landscape architect there, at 404-347-3357.

• Bill Kraussman, Forest Service Geometromics Group Leader, Southwest Regional Office, (505)
842-3846. Bill might have some good tips on visibility analysis, modeling, mines, and
reclamation.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8427
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

[attachment "VisuaLResource_Proposal_2009-04-15.xls" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "RosemontLtr041309.doc" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]




